ACHA Sexual Health Coalition Monthly Meeting
April 21st, 2021

Attendees: Blake Flaugher (he/him), Jordan McCann (she/her), Christine Kukich, Lauren Cordova (she/her), Rebecca Harrington (she/her), Zoe Black (she/her), Suzanne Swierc (she/her), Katie Mars, Kate Donaldson (she/her), Kristen Acosta (she/her), Alison Colbert, Charlotte Petonic, Lynne Lazarus, Amy Allison, Dawn Zitney (she/her), Joanne Brown

- 3 first-time attendees!

Overview of Purpose of the Coalition

- Develop continuing education opportunities
- Administer annual Sexual Health Services Survey
- Create and revise informational and educational resources
- Develop and implement strategic initiative
- Serve as expert consultants

Updates

- Taking nominations for Chair-Elect and Secretary! Roles will begin mid-summer and be held for one year before becoming chair. If interested, please email a brief bio to Christine Kukich (ckukich@acha.org).
- Joanne Brown, John Laury, and Blake Flaugher are presenting on Prescribing and Promoting Expedited Partner Therapy (EPT) at the ACHA Annual Meeting
- New ACHA membership model is helping to create a lot of new engagement. Be sure to tell colleagues!
- The Sexual Health Services Survey (SHSS) – data collection and disaggregation
  o Electronic medical records (EHRs) are not collecting information such as race, ethnicity, sexual orientation. This is a challenge we’ve been experiencing in helping prevent health inequities. Possibly thinking about contacting EHR companies to help create information sheets/“cheat sheets” on how to collect this data
- Developing webinar on HIV Care Continuum
  o Comes from preliminary data from reference group of the NCHA. Less than ½ of students that received an HIV positive diagnosis received a medical visit in the last year.

Preliminary SHSS Results!

- 152 responses!
- Brief review of results for pregnancy tests, STI testing (what tests are performed, how are tests offered)

Open Discussion

- Successful initiatives/programming?
  o STI Awareness Month
    ▪ Partnering with School of Nursing for education on STI and STI testing. Group played BINGO and used that for education.
    ▪ Sex Ed in the Dark programs are very successful
- Secure messaging to every student who had SHIP inviting them in to self-order STI testing for all sites and then send handouts on PEP, PrEP, Ct and GC
- Offering a $5 gift card to any student who gets screened/tested in April
- Success continuing in online safer sex supplies order
- Thoughts on changing the narrative of how we teach sex.

  o SAAM
  - Training campus based nurses as (sexually assault nurse examiners) SANE trained. Grant from DOJ. Are able to train up to 30 nurses on online training module. Nurses will be trained on what the exam will look like
    - Can email Alison Colbert at colberta@duq.edu for more information
  - Community Conversations on Facebook Live – Men in the Movement (covering porn, toxic masculinity, etc.)
  - Conversations about also how to discuss/unpack what students are seeing in popular TV shows/movies like Bridgerton, Umbrella Academy

  o Open Discussion
  - Programming burnout solutions – email programming. Easy way to reach students
  - Brief discussion on rise/increase in HIV cases. What are others doing to possibly anticipate the increase of STI cases in the fall (when back to partying, etc.)?